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Abstract

Most of us need the services of an expert when our apartment’s heating
or our washing machine breaks down, or when our car starts to make strange
noises. And for most of us commissioning an expert to solve the problem
causes concern. This concern does not disappear even after repair and pay-
ment of the bill. On the contrary, one worries about paying for a service that
was not provided, or receiving some unnecessary treatment.
This article studies the economics underlying these worries. Under which

conditions do experts have an incentive to exploit the informational prob-
lems associated with markets for diagnosis and treatment? What types of
fraud exist? What are the methods and institutions for dealing with these
informational problems? Under which conditions does the market provide
incentives to deter fraudulent behavior? And what happens if all or some of
those conditions are violated?
JEL Classifications: L15, D82, D40
Keywords: Credence Goods, Experts, Fraud
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1 Introduction

”If a mechanic tells you that he has to replace a part in your car, don’t forget
to ask him to put the replaced part into the trunk of your car”. This is an
example of day-to-day advice regarding the services of car mechanics. One
hopes to avoid two types of fraud by following this advice. On the one hand,
the mechanic has to change a part and cannot only claim (and charge for)
the replacement of a part he or she did not actually change. On the other
hand, the customer might be able to verify that the mechanic did not provide
an unnecessary repair by inspecting the defect of the exchanged part.
This example illustrates a situation where an expert knows more about

the type of good or service the consumer needs than the consumer himself.
The expert seller is able to identify the quality that fits a customer’s need
best by performing a diagnosis. He can then provide the right quality and
charge for it, or he can exploit the informational asymmetry by defrauding
the customer.
Goods and services where an expert knows more about the quality a con-

sumer needs than the consumer himself are called credence goods. Darby
and Karni (1973) added this type of good to Nelson’s (1970) classification
of ordinary, search and experience goods. They mention provision of repair
services as a typical example. Other examples include taxicab rides, where a
stranger in a city cannot be sure that the driver takes the shortest route to
his destination; and medical treatments, where doctors may provide wrong
diagnosis to sell the most profitable treatment, or where they can try to
charge for a more expensive treatment than provided. There are countless
other examples of situations were consumers face similar information prob-
lems and where they worry about the two basic problems sketched out by
the mechanic example: to pay for goods or services they did not receive or
to receive goods or services they did not need in the first place.
Consumers’ concerns about being defrauded by experts seem not to be

unfounded: Emons (1997) cites a Swiss study reporting that the average per-
son’s probability of receiving one of seven major surgical interventions is one
third above that of a physician or a member of a physician’s family. Wolinsky
(1993, 1995) refers to a survey conducted by the Department of Transporta-
tion estimating that more than half of auto repairs are unnecessary. He also
mentions a study by the Federal Trade Commission that documents the ten-
dency of optometrists to prescribe unnecessary treatment. These examples
reveal that the informational asymmetry matters. Monetary incentives play
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a role too: For the case of the health industry, Gruber et al. (1999) empir-
ically show that the frequencies of cesarean deliveries compared to normal
child births react to the fee differentials of health insurance programs. A sim-
ilar observation has been made by Hughes and Yule (1992), who document
that the number of cervical cytology treatments is correlated with the fee
for this treatment. That treatment can also be affected by supply of expert
services is shown by Fuchs (1978): ”Other things equal, a 10 percent higher
surgeon/population ratio results in about a 3 percent increase in the number
of operations...” (p. 54).
These observations suggest that we need a more profound understanding

of the specific problems associated with markets for diagnosis and treatment.
Under which conditions do experts have an incentive to exploit the informa-
tional problems associated with markets for diagnosis and treatment? What
types of fraud exist? What are the methods and institutions for dealing
with these informational problems? Under which conditions does the market
provide incentives to deter fraudulent behavior? And what happens if all or
some of those conditions are violated?
The existing literature on credence goods does not help much to answer

these questions. The studies performed up to now cover very different and
quite special situations and in total they yield no clear picture regarding
the inefficiencies arising from the informational asymmetry. Rather, the re-
sults seem to depend sensitively on the specific conditions of the settings
considered and the specific assumptions of the models adopted in the analy-
sis. More disturbingly, apparently similar models often lead to contradicting
results (see Section 2 for details).
The present article presents a model of credence goods that highlights

the information problems in markets for experts services and clarifies the
variety of results in this area. The model provides a unifying framework (a)
for the analysis of the effects of different market institutions and information
structures on efficiency, and (b) for the identification of the forces driving the
various inefficiency results in the literature. In addition, the model allows
us to generalize some of the existing results and to show the limits of other
ones.
The key feature of credence goods is that consumers do not know which

quality of a good or service they need. The provision of a too low quality
compared to the needed one is insufficient and the provision of a too high
quality does not add extra value. With respect to the auto repair example,
if a car breaks down and only an adjustment to the motor is needed to put
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the car back on the road, then the replacement of the entire engine does not
add to the utility the customer derives from the repair. He does not even
perceive the difference. That is, the customer can ex post only observe (but
might be unable to verify) whether the problem still exists. If the problem
no longer exists, he can not tell whether he got the right or a too high
treatment quality. Furthermore, he may not even be able to observe whether
a suggested treatment quality was actually provided or not.
Credence goods can give rise to the following two types of problem: (1)

The consumer requires a sophisticated, complex, typically expensive inter-
vention but receives a simple, inexpensive treatment and thus forgoes the
benefits of the sophisticated intervention. We refer to this kind of ineffi-
ciency as undertreatment. A second type of inefficiency arises if the con-
sumer requires an inexpensive treatment but receives a sophisticated one.
The additional benefits to the consumer from the sophisticated intervention
are less than the additional costs. We refer to this kind of inefficient treat-
ment problem as overtreatment. (2) In addition to these inefficient treatment
problems surrounding credence goods, credence goods can also be associated
with pure transfers from consumers to producers, when a consumer requires
and receives an inexpensive treatment, but is charged for an expensive one.
In the long run such overcharging also leads to an inefficiency if consumers
postpone car repairs or medical check-ups and the like, because of the high
prices they have paid for these services in the past.1

A first step in the understanding of credence goods is to identify the con-
ditions that determine which of these two basic problems associated with
markets for diagnosis and treatment is the more demanding one. To get a
first impression let us assume we own a garage and our customer cannot
observe the repair we perform, but that he will only pay us in case his car is

1There are, of course, a number of other potential problems (and therewith a number
of other sources of fraud) in the credence goods market. For example, experts may differ
in their ability to perform a diagnosis or a treatment, and this ability may be their own
private information. Or, the effort bestowed by an expert in the diagnosis stage may
be unobservable. We ignore these problems here, not because we regard them as less
important, but rather because they seem to be less specific to the credence goods market.
For analyses of situations where effort is needed to diagnose the customer and where an
expert’s effort investment is unobservable see Pesendorfer andWolinsky (2003) and Dulleck
and Kerschbamer (2005). The former contribution focuses on the effect an additional
diagnosis (by a different expert) has on the consumer’s evaluation of a given expert’s
effort; and the latter paper studies competition between experts and discounters when
customers can free ride on experts’ advice.
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functioning well after the repair (thus undertreatment is ruled out). If this
is the case and if we plan to defraud him, we will claim that an expensive
and difficult repair is needed even when a minor repair fixes the problem. If
the customer authorizes us to perform the repair we will provide the minor
treatment and charge for a more expensive one. Overtreatment is a strictly
dominated strategy in this setting because the higher cost of the expensive
repair does not affect the payment of the customer. Next assume this cus-
tomer follows the advice to ask for replaced parts and can thus verify the
type of service we perform (but he is still technically not very adept and
therefore not able to determine whether the provided service was actually
needed or not). In this case we cannot overcharge the customer but we will
consider overtreating him whenever we make a higher profit selling an ex-
pensive instead of a cheap repair. In other words, overtreatment is only an
issue, if overcharging is not feasible due to the specific situation.
In general the legal framework as well as technicalities and individual ed-

ucation and abilities determine whether, and if yes, which of the mentioned
problems appears. Overcharging is only possible if the customer cannot con-
trol the service provided by the expert. Asking the mechanic for replaced
parts is a way to avoid overcharging and if one is able to inspect the ex-
changed part a device to avoid overtreatment too. If a customer is able to
perform a diagnosis himself, there might be no credence goods problem at
all. For instance, a patient with a medical education might be able to de-
termine whether the treatment proposed by a physician is really necessary.
As the evidence cited above reveals, these differences in abilities affect the
treatment prescribed in medical environments.
Existing institutions address the informational problems associated with

markets for diagnosis and treatment. The problem of undertreatment is most
famously controlled for by the Hippocratic Oath of a physician and its coun-
terpart in the law. Warranties provide similar incentives. The separation of
doctors and pharmacies is an institution to avoid overtreatment by disentan-
gling the incentives to prescribe drugs from the profit made selling them. The
fixed part of a taxi ride tariff provides incentives for the driver to serve many
individual customers and therewith not to take longer routes than necessary.
To avoid overcharging as well as overtreatment, in many repair industries the
chamber of commerce issues standard work-times for some repairs to allow
customers to better check upon a workman’s bill - by providing a comparison
to usual hours for the ordered repair.
We will see below that the market mechanism itself might discipline ex-
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perts: In the unifying model that we present, experts have an incentive to
commit to prices that induce non-fraudulent behavior and full revelation of
their private information if a small number of critical assumptions are satis-
fied. These conditions are (i) expert sellers face homogeneous customers; (ii)
large economies of scope exist between diagnosis and treatment so that expert
and consumer are in effect committed to proceed with an intervention once a
diagnosis has been made; and (iii) either the type of treatment (the quality
of the good) is verifiable, or a liability rule is in effect protecting consumers
from obtaining an inappropriate inexpensive treatment (or verifiability and
liability both hold). In Section 3 we will describe these assumptions in more
detail and in Section 6 we will discuss and review them in the light of the
examples given.
These three basic assumptions are central in our simple, unifying model:

We show that by relaxing them one by one, a large part of the existing re-
sults on inefficiencies in the credence goods market are obtained. Thus, the
analysis of our simple model sheds light on the general structure of credence
goods markets. This understanding of the general structure can help to make
a next step, from the fractional analysis of certain situations and certain in-
stitutions (as done in the existing literature) towards a more complete picture
of the issues involved. Given this understanding we are then in a position
to judge other situations and other institutions and to assist in the design
of new policies and institutions that remove the inefficiencies surrounding
credence goods.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The next section briefly

reviews the existing literature on credence goods. In Section 3 we introduce
our model. Section 4 shows that market institutions solve the fraudulent
expert problem at no cost when conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) hold. In the
subsequent section we characterize the inefficiencies that arise if at least
one of these conditions is violated. Section 6 builds a link to real world
situations by returning to the key motivating examples mentioned in the
text and discussing the plausibility of each of these assumptions in each case.
This section also contains a table where the existing literature is categorized
according to our assumptions. Section 7 concludes. Some proofs are relegated
to a supplement, available online at http://www.. .
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2 On the Existing Literature

Before recapitulating the main contributions of the literature within our
model we want to review briefly the existing literature with respect to as-
sumptions and results.
Models of credence goods markets need to make assumptions on at least

three interrelated characteristics of the market considered. They have to
specify (a) the technology of the suppliers, i.e. the costs for providing differ-
ent treatments, (b) the degree of competition together with the organization
(’microstructure’) of the market, and (c) the information structure of con-
sumers and courts, i.e. whether consumers are able to observe the quality
provided and whether the quality provided and the result of treatment can
be proven to the courts. We now turn to each of these points and discuss
what the literature assumes.

(a) There are several differences in the considered technologies: Some au-
thors assume that experts can serve arbitrarily many customers at con-
stant (Wolinsky 1993 and 1995, Taylor 1995, Glazer and McGuire 1996,
Dulleck and Kerschbamer 2003 and 2005, Alger and Salanié 2003, Fong
2005) or increasing (Darby and Karni 1973) marginal cost, in other
contributions experts are capacity constrained (Emons 1997 and 2001,
Richardson 1999). Also, some authors consider models where the right
treatment fixes the problem for sure (Pitchik and Schotter 1987 and
1993, Wolinsky 1993 and 1995, Taylor 1995, Dulleck and Kerschbamer
2003 and 2005, Fong 2005), others focus on frameworks where success
is a stochastic function of service input (Darby and Karni 1973, Glazer
and McGuire 1996, Emons 1997 and 2001, Richardson 1999).

(b) The analyzed market conditions range from experts having some degree
of market power (Pitchik and Schotter 1987, Richardson 1999, Emons
2001, Dulleck and Kerschbamer 2003, Fong 2005) to competitive frame-
works (Wolinsky 1993 and 1995, Taylor 1995, Glazer andMcGuire 1996,
Emons 1997, Alger and Salanié 2003, Dulleck and Kerschbamer 2005).
Also, in some contributions experts are able to commit ex ante to take-
it-or-leave-it prices (Wolinsky 1993, Taylor 1995, Glazer and McGuire
1996, Emons 1997 and 2001, Dulleck and Kerschbamer 2003 and 2005,
Alger and Salanié 2003, Fong 2005), in others prices are determined
ex post in a bilateral bargaining process (Wolinsky 1995, Richardson
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1999), still others consider models where prices are exogenously given
(Darby and Karni 1973, Pitchik and Schotter 1987 and 1993, Sülzle
and Wambach 2005).

(c) Without exception all contributions to the credence goods literature
implicitly or explicitly impose our condition (iii). That is, either the
type of treatment (the input) is assumed to be observable and verifiable
(our verifiability assumption); or the result (the output) is supposed to
be verifiable and a liability rule is assumed to be in effect protect-
ing consumers from obtaining an inappropriate inexpensive treatment
(our liability assumption).2 Which of these two conditions is implicitly
or explicitly imposed (none of the contributions imposes both) unam-
biguously determines the problem on which the respective author(s)
focus(es). Emons (1997 and 2001), Richardson (1999) and Dulleck
and Kerschbamer (2003 and 2005) explicitly impose the verifiability as-
sumption and study the problems of over- and undertreatment. Pitchik
and Schotter (1987 and 1993), Wolinsky (1993 and 1995), Fong (2005),
and Sülzle and Wambach (2005) analyze experts’ temptation to over-
charge customers, implicitly assuming the liability assumption to hold
and verifiability to be violated. Taylor (1995) imposes these assump-
tions explicitly. And in Darby and Karni (1983) the implicit assump-
tion regarding verifiability varies according to whether capacity exceeds
demand or vice versa. For the former case they analyze experts’ incen-
tive to overtreat customers, implicitly assuming verifiability to hold.
For the latter case they discuss the incentive to charge for treatments
not provided, implicitly assuming verifiability to be violated.

Given the wide range of problems analyzed in the literature it is not
surprising that the proposed solutions exhibit a broad range of different
equilibrium behavior: There are pure strategy equilibria in which experts
’mistreat’ (i.e., under- or overtreat) some (Dulleck and Kerschbamer 2003)
or all (Darby and Karni 1973, Richardson 1999, Alger and Salanié 2003)
consumers,3 and pure strategy equilibria which give rise to excessive search
and diagnosis costs (Wolinsky 1993, Glazer and McGuire 1996). There are

2Alger and Salanié (2003) focus on an intermediate case where some but not all inputs
needed for an intervention are observable and verifiable.

3In this context ”some” means that one subgroup of customers is treated efficiently
while another subgroup receives one and the same treatment independently of the outcome
of the diagnosis. By contrast, ”all” means that each treated customer gets the same
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pure and mixed strategy equilibria where the market outcome involves fraud
in the form of overcharging of consumers (Pitchik and Schotter 1987 and
1993, Wolinsky 1995, Fong 2005, Sülzle and Wambach 2005). And there are
also equilibria where the only inefficiencies in the credence goods market are
experts’ inefficient capacity levels (Emons 1997). Thus, the overall picture
is rather blurred. At least for the non-expert reader it is fairly difficult to
judge which set of conditions drives the presented results.
The unifying model that we present facilitates the identification of the

critical assumptions that lead to the striking diversity of results. In addi-
tion, it helps to remove some ambiguities in the literature. For instance,
Emons (2001) attributes the main difference between his own work and the
papers by Pitchik and Schotter (1987 and 1993) and Wolinsky (1993) to
the fact that ”they all (implicitly) assume unnecessary repairs to be costless
whereas our expert needs resources for unnecessary treatments. This implies
that overtreatment is always profitable in their set-up. In contrast, the prof-
itability of overtreatment in our model depends on demand conditions and
is determined endogenously” (p. 4). Our analysis below suggests that dif-
ferences in two of the three conditions specified in the previous (and further
discussed in the next) section are more important: First, Pitchik and Schot-
ter (1987 and 1993) and Wolinsky (1993) implicitly assume verifiability to be
violated and liability to hold whereas Emons (2001) considers the opposite
constellation.4 Thus, the former papers focus on the problem of overcharging
while the latter studies experts’ incentive to over- or undertreat customers.
Secondly, Pitchik and Schotter (1987 and 1993) and Wolinsky (1993) assume
that the efficiency loss of diagnosing a consumer more than once is rather
low (low economies of scope between diagnosis and treatment), while Emons
(2001) assumes this loss to be high (profound economies of scope between
diagnosis and treatment).
Below we will reproduce the main results of these studies in our framework

and discuss which assumptions are crucial to get them.

treatment (again, independently of the type of problem he has). In both cases, some
consumers might decide to remain untreated.

4Pitchik and Schotter (1993) claim that their formal framework encompasses both, the
verifiability and the non-verifiability case (p. 818). In our view, their assumptions on the
payoff structure (the profit of an expert authorized by a client to perform an expensive
treatment is higher if the client needs a cheap rather than the expensive treatment) hardly
allow the verifiability interpretation, however.
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3 A Basic Model of Credence Goods

To model credence goods we assume that each customer (he) has either a
(minor) problem requiring a cheap treatment c, or a (major) problem requir-
ing an expensive treatment c.5 The customer knows that he has a problem,
but does not know how severe it is. He only knows that he has an ex ante
probability of h that he has the major problem and a probability of (1− h)
that he has the minor one. An expert (she), on the other hand, is able to
detect the severity of the problem by performing a diagnosis. She can then
provide the appropriate treatment and charge for it, or she can exploit the
information asymmetry by defrauding the customer.
The cost of the expensive treatment is c and the cost of the cheap treat-

ment is c, with c > c.6 The expensive treatment fixes either problem while
the cheap one is only good for the minor problem.
Table 1 represents the gross utility of a consumer given the type of treat-

ment he needs and the type he gets. If the type of treatment is sufficient, a
consumer gets utility v. Otherwise he gets 0. To motivate this payoff struc-
ture consider a car with either a minor problem (car needs oil in the engine)
or a major problem (car needs new engine), with the outcomes being ‘car
works’ (if appropriately treated or overtreated) and ‘car does not work’ (if
undertreated).7 An important characteristic of credence goods is that the
customer is satisfied in three out of four cases. In general, he is satisfied
whenever he gets a treatment quality at least as good as the needed one.
Only in one case, where he has the major problem but gets the cheap treat-
ment, will he discover ex post what he needed and what he got.
Consumers may differ in their valuation for a successful intervention or in

their probability of needing different treatments. We introduce heterogeneous
customers in Section 5. In Section 4 we follow the main body of the literature

5Our main results can also be obtained in an extended model that allows for more than
two types of problem and more than two types of treatment (see Dulleck and Kerschbamer
2003 for such a model). However, since our goal is to provide a simple unifying framework,
we stick to a binary model.

6For convenience, both the type of treatment and the associated cost is denoted by c.
7Of course, not all credence goods have such a simple payoff structure. For instance,

in the medical example the payoff for an appropriately treated major disease might differ
from that of an appropriately treated minor disease. Similarly, the payoff for a correctly
treated minor disease might differ from that of an overtreated minor disease. Introducing
such differences would burden the analysis with additional notation, without changing any
of the results, however.
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Customer’s utility Customer needs
c c

Customer c v 0
gets c v v

Table 1: Utility from a Credence Good

on credence goods in assuming that customers are identical. We refer to this
as the homogeneity assumption (Assumption H).

Assumption H (Homogeneity) All consumers have the same probability
h of having the major problem, and the same valuation v.

An expert needs to perform a diagnosis before providing a treatment.
Regarding the magnitude of economies of scope between diagnosis and treat-
ment there are two different scenarios to consider. If these economies are
small, separation of diagnosis and treatment or consultation of several ex-
perts may become attractive. With profound economies of scope, on the
other hand, expert and customer are in effect tied together once the diagno-
sis is made. In Section 5 we take the diagnosis cost d as a measure of the
magnitude of economies of scope between diagnosis and treatment8 and dis-
cuss conditions under which expert and consumer are in effect tied together.
In Section 4 we work with the following short-cut assumption which we refer
to as the commitment assumption (Assumption C).

Assumption C (Commitment) Once a recommendation is made, the cus-
tomer is committed to undergo a treatment by the expert.

As mentioned before, the focus of the credence goods literature has been
twofold: inefficient treatment, either under- or overtreatment, and overcharg-
ing. The inefficiency of treatment can be described by referring to Table 1.
The case of undertreatment is the upper right corner of the table, the case
of overtreatment is the lower left corner. Note that overtreatment is not
detected by the customer (v = v) and hence cannot be ruled out by institu-
tional arrangements. This is not the case with undertreatment; it is detected

8Since provision of treatment without diagnosis is assumed to be impossible an increase
in diagnosis cost means that consulting more than one expert becomes less attractive.
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by the customer (0 < v) and might even be verifiable. If this is the case,
and if a legal rule is in effect that makes an expert liable for the provision of
inappropriate low quality we say that the liability assumption (Assumption
L) holds.

Assumption L (Liability) An expert cannot provide the cheap treatment
c, if the expensive treatment c is needed.

Referring again to Table 1, the second potential problem is that the cus-
tomer might never receive a signal that discriminates between the upper left
and the lower right cell of the table. If this is the case, an expert who dis-
covers that the customer has the minor problem can diagnose the major one
so that the customer might authorize and pay for the expensive treatment
although only the cheap one is provided. This overcharging is ruled out if
the customer is able to observe and verify the delivered quality (he knows
and can prove whether he is in the top or the bottom row of the table), and
we refer to situations in which consumers have this ability as cases where the
verifiability assumption (Assumption V) holds.9

Assumption V (Verifiability) An expert cannot charge for the expensive
treatment c, if she has provided the cheap treatment c.

Let us now describe the market environment. There is a finite population
of n ≥ 1 identical risk-neutral experts in the credence goods market. Each
expert can serve arbitrarily many customers. The experts simultaneously
post take-it-or-leave-it prices. Let pi (pi, respectively) denote the price posted
by expert i ∈ {1, ..., n} for the expensive (cheap) treatment c (c). An expert’s
profit is the sum of revenues minus costs over the customers she treated. By
assumption, an expert provides the appropriate treatment if she is indifferent
between providing the appropriate and providing the wrong treatment, and
this fact is common knowledge among all players.10

9An undercharging incentive only exists if the price of the expensive treatment is such
that customers reject a c recommendation, and if the price of the cheap treatment exceeds
the cost of the expensive one. Such price combinations are not observed in equilibrium.
10Introducing some guilt disutility associated with providing the wrong treatment would

yield the same qualitative results as this common knowledge assumption provided the effect
is small enough to not outweigh the pecuniary incentives.
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There is a continuum with mass one of risk-neutral consumers in the
market. Each consumer incurs a diagnosis cost d per expert he visits inde-
pendently of whether he is actually treated or not.11 That is, a consumer
who resorts to r experts for consultation bears a total diagnosis cost of rd.
The net payoff of a consumer who has been treated is his gross valuation
as depicted in Table 1 minus the price paid for the treatment minus total
diagnosis cost. The payoff of a consumer who has not been treated is equal
to his reservation payoff, which we normalize to zero, minus total diagnosis
cost.12 By assumption, it is always (i.e., even ex post) efficient that a con-
sumer is treated when he has a problem. That is, v − c − d > 0. Also, by
assumption, if a consumer is indifferent between visiting an expert and not
visiting an expert, he decides for a visit, and if a customer who decides for
a visit is indifferent between two or more experts he randomizes (with equal
probability) among them.
Figure 1 shows the game tree for the special case where a single expert

(n = 1) courts a single consumer. The variables v, h, c and c are assumed to
be common knowledge.13 At the outset the expert posts prices p and p for
c and c, respectively. The consumer observes these prices and then decides
whether to visit the expert or not. If he decides against the visit, he remains
untreated yielding a payoff of zero for both players. If he visits the expert,

11The diagnosis cost d is assumed to include the time and effort cost incurred by the
consumer in visiting a doctor, taking the car to a mechanic, etc. It is also assumed to
include a fair diagnosis fee paid to the expert to cover her opportunity cost. A more
elaborate model would distinguish between a search and diagnosis cost dc born directly by
the consumer, a diagnosis cost de born by the expert (where d = dc + de) and a diagnosis
fee p charged by the expert. Since one of our goals is to reproduce many of the existing
results on inefficiencies and fraud in credence goods markets in a simple framework and
since the bulk of the literature takes diagnosis fees as exogenously given (to the best of
our knowledge the only exceptions are Pesendorfer and Wolinsky 2003, Alger and Salanié
2003, and Dulleck and Kerschbamer 2005) we do not endogenize the price for diagnosis
(but rather assume that p = de) for easier comparison.
12Here, the implicit assumption is that the outside option is not to be treated at all.

Again, the car example provides a good illustration. A car may be inoperable for a
minor or a major reason, with the lack of treatment giving the same outcome (’car does
not work’) as undertreatment. The medical example behaves differently. For instance,
letting a cancerous growth go untreated is much different than letting a benign growth go
untreated. See Footnote 7 above, however.
13That consumers know experts’ costs of providing different treatments is obviously a

very strong assumption. Since it is explicitly or implicitly imposed by all authors who
work with the verifiability assumption and since we need it to replicate their results we
introduce it here.
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Figure 1: Game Tree for the Credence Goods Problems

a random move of nature determines the severity of his problem.14 Now the
expert diagnoses the consumer. In the course of her diagnosis she learns
the customer’s problem and recommends either the cheap or the expensive
treatment. Next the customer decides whether to accept or reject the recom-
mendation. If he rejects, his payoff is −d, while the expert’s payoff is zero.15
Under the commitment assumption (Assumption C) this decision node of
the consumer is missing. If the consumer is committed, or if he accepts un-
der the non-commitment assumption, then the expert provides some kind
of treatment and charges for the recommended one.16 Under the verifiabil-

14Here note that, from a game-theoretic point of view, there is no difference between a
model in which nature determines the severity of the problem at the outset and our model
where this move occurs after the consumer has consulted an expert (but before the expert
has performed the diagnosis).
15We take the convention that each consumer can visit a given expert at most once.
16Throughout we assume that an expert’s agreement to perform the diagnosis means a

commitment to provide a treatment even if treatment-provision is not profitable for the
expert. This assumption is not important for our results and we mention in footnotes
what changes if the expert is free to send off the customer after having conducted the
diagnosis.
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ity assumption (Assumption V) this decision node is degenerate: the expert
simply provides the recommended treatment. Under the liability assumption
(Assumption L) this decision node is degenerate whenever the customer has
the major problem: then the expert must provide the expensive treatment.
The game ends with payoffs determined in the obvious way.
The game tree for the model with many consumers and a single expert

(n = 1) can be thought of as simply having many of these single-consumer
games going on simultaneously, with the fraction of consumers with the major
problem in the market being h. With more than one expert (n > 1) the
experts simultaneously post prices pi and pi (i ∈ {1, ..., n}) for c and c,
respectively.17 Consumers observe these prices and then decide whether to
undergo a diagnosis by an expert or not, and if yes, by which expert. Thus,
with n > 1 a consumer’s decision against visiting a given expert (the ”out”
decision in the game tree) doesn’t mean that he remains untreated: he might
simply visit a different expert. Similarly, a consumer’s payoff if he rejects
a given expert’s treatment recommendation depends on whether he visits a
different expert or not.
With commitment the game just described is a multi-stage game with

observed actions and complete information; see Fudenberg and Tirole (1991,
Chapter 3).18 The natural solution concept for such a game is subgame-
perfect equilibrium and we will resort to it in Section 4. Subgame-perfection
loses much of its bite in the non-commitment case where the less-informed
customer has to decide whether to stay or to leave without knowing whether
the better-informed expert has recommended the right or the wrong treat-
ment. To extend the spirit of subgame-perfection to this game of incomplete
information, we require that strategies yield a Bayes-Nash equilibrium not
only for each proper subgame, but also for continuation games that are not
proper subgames (because they do not stem from a singleton information set).
That is, we focus on perfect Bayesian equilibria in the non-commitment case.

17In the efficiency results of Section 4 the distinction between the setting where there
is only one expert and the one where there are many experts is simply a matter of de-
termining whether the surplus in the market is transferred to consumers or experts. For
the results in Subsection 5.1 experts need to have market power. In our simple model
market power corresponds to the single expert case. In Subsection 5.2 we discuss the case
of multiple diagnosis, a frequent phenomenon in markets for expert services. To analyze
this phenomenon we need more than one expert.
18Tirole (1990, Chapter 11) refers to such games as “games of almost perfect informa-

tion”.
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4 Efficiency and Honesty with Credence Goods

We start by stating our efficiency result:

Proposition 1 Under Assumptions H (Homogeneity), C (Commitment),
and either L (Liability) or V (Verifiability) or both, market institutions solve
the fraudulent expert problem at no cost.

The proof for this result, as well as the intuition behind it, relies on three
observations that are reported as Lemma 1-3 below. Lemma 1 discusses
the result under the verifiability assumption. With verifiability alone (i.e.,
without liability) experts find it optimal to charge a uniform margin over
all treatments sold and to serve customers honestly as the following result
shows.

Lemma 1 Suppose that Assumptions H (Homogeneity), C (Commitment)
and V (Verifiability) hold, and that Assumption L (Liability) is dropped.
Then, in any subgame-perfect equilibrium, all consumers are efficiently served
under equal mark-up prices. The equilibrium prices satisfy p − c = p − c =
v − d − c − h (c− c), if a single expert provides the good (n = 1), and
p − c = p − c = 0 if there is competition in the credence goods market
(n ≥ 2).

Proof. First note that with verifiability each expert will always charge
for the treatment she provided. The treatment quality provided depends
upon the type of price vector (tariff) under which the customer is served.
There are 3 classes of tariffs to consider, tariffs where the mark-up for the
major treatment exceeds that for the minor one (p − c > p − c), tariffs
where the mark-up of the minor treatment exceeds that for the major one
(p−c < p−c), and equal mark-up tariffs (p−c = p−c). A consumer under a
tariff in the first class will always get the major, a consumer under a contract
in the second class always the minor interventions. Only under contracts in
the last class is the expert indifferent between the two types of treatment
and, therefore, behaves honestly.19 Consumers infer experts’ incentives from
treatment prices. Thus, if a single expert populates the market (n = 1), the

19The assumption that it is common knowledge among players that experts provide the
appropriate treatment whenever they are indifferent plays an important role in Lemma 1 in
generating a unique subgame-perfect equilibrium outcome. Without this assumption there
exist other subgame-perfect equilibria which are supported by the belief that all experts
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Figure 2: Consumers’ Expected Utility with Verifiability

maximal profit per customer the monopolist can realize with equal mark-up
prices is v − d − c − h (c− c); the maximal obtainable profit with tariffs
satisfying p − c > p − c is v − d − c; and the maximal profit with tariffs
satisfying p− c < p− c is (1− h) v− d− c. Thus, since v > c− c, the expert
will post the proposed equal mark-up tariff and serve customers honestly.
Next suppose that n > 1. Further suppose that at least one expert attracts
some customer(s) under a tariff (p̂, p̂) that violates the equal mark-up rule.
Then she can increase her profit by switching to a equal mark-up tariff (p, p)
satisfying either p− c = p− c = p̂− c+ (1− h) (c− c) (if the old tariff had
p̂− c > p̂− c), or p− c = p− c = p̂− c+ h(v− c+ c) (in the opposite case).
Thus, only equal mark-up prices can attract customers in equilibrium. The
result then follows from the observation that p − c = p − c = 0 is the only
equal mark-up consistent with Bertrand competition.
Figure 2 illustrates the equal mark-up result graphically. In this figure

the term eu(p, p) denotes the expected net payoff of a consumer who resorts
who post equal mark-up prices - or, that experts who post equal mark-up prices that
are too low (in the monopoly case: too high) - deliberately mistreat their customers. We
regard such equilibria as implausible (see Footnote 10 above) and have therefore introduced
the common knowledge assumption which acts as a restriction on consumers’ beliefs.
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to an expert with posted price-vector (p, p). First notice that verifiability
solves the problem of overcharging; that is, the seller cannot claim to have
supplied the expensive treatment when she actually has provided the cheap
one. There remains the incentive to provide the wrong treatment. Such an
incentive exists if the intervention prices specified by the tariff are such that
providing one of the treatments is more profitable than providing the other.
So, if we fix the mark-up for the cheaper intervention at p− c and increase
the mark-up for the expensive intervention from 0 (as it is done in Figure
2) then the expert’s incentives remain unchanged over the interval (0, p− c):
she will always recommend and provide the cheap treatment at the price p.
Consequently, a consumer’s expected utility is constant in this interval at
(1 − h)v − d − p and there is an efficiency loss from undertreatment of size
h(v− c+ c). Similarly, if we start at p− c and increase p− c then the expert
will always recommend and provide the expensive treatment at the price p,
so that the consumer’s utility is v − p − d, implying an efficiency loss from
overtreatment of size (1−h)(c−c). Only at the single point where the mark-
up is the same for both treatments ( p− c = p− c = ∆, say), will the expert
perform a serious diagnosis and recommend the appropriate treatment. At
this point there is no efficiency loss and consumer’s expected utility jumps
discontinuously upward to v − p− h(c− c)− d.
Consumers infer the experts’ incentives from the intervention prices. So,

experts cannot gain by cheating. Consequently, the best they can do is to
post equal mark-up tariffs and to behave honestly. In the monopoly case
(n = 1) the expert has all the market power. Hence, posted prices are such
that the entire surplus goes to the expert. With two or more experts, on the
other hand, Bertrand competition drives profits down to zero and consumers
appropriate the entire surplus as experts are not capacity constrained in our
model.
The verifiability assumption is likely to be satisfied in important credence

goods markets, including dental services, automobile and equipment repair
and pest control. For more sophisticated repairs, where the customer is usu-
ally not physically present during the treatment, verifiability is often secured
indirectly through the provision of ex post evidence. In the automobile repair
market, for instance, it is quite common that broken parts are handed over
to the customer to substantiate the claim that replacement, and not only
repair, has been performed. Similarly, in the historic car restoration market
the type of treatment is usually documented step by step in pictures.
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Is there any evidence of equal mark-ups in these markets? Many sup-
pliers in the auto repair and historic car restoration market set standard
job-completion times and then charge a uniform hourly rate. This might be
interpreted as evidence for uniform margins over all treatments sold.
Equal mark-up prices are also plausible in cases with expert sellers. Com-

puter stores are an obvious example. Customers can control which quality
they receive. Other examples of uniform margins are the pricing schemes
of insurance brokers and travel agents. The mark-up insurance brokers and
travel agent charge (the margin plus any bonuses to the agent offered by
the provider) are similar for all products. Often also a fixed fee is involved,
independent of what insurance is bought or which booking is made.
Lemma 1 facilitates the interpretation of the Emons (1997) result on the

provision and pricing strategy of capacity constrained experts. Emons con-
siders a model in which each of a finite number of identical potential experts
has a fixed capacity. She becomes an active expert by irreversibly devoting
this capacity to the credence goods market. Once she has done this, she can
use her capacity to provide two types of treatment at zero marginal cost up
to the capacity constraint. One type of treatment consumes more units of ca-
pacity than the second. Total capacity over all potential experts exceeds the
amount necessary to serve all customers honestly. Emons proposes a sym-
metric equilibrium in which each potential expert’s entry decision is strictly
mixed. Thus, active experts may either have to ration their clientele due to
insufficient capacity, or they may end up with idle capacity. In the former
case they charge prices such that (i) all the surplus goes to the experts and
(ii) the price for the more capacity-consuming treatment exceeds the price
of the second treatment by such an amount that the profit per unit of ca-
pacity consumed is the same for both types of treatment. In the latter case
all experts charge a price of zero for both types of treatment. In both cases
experts serve customers honestly. This is exactly what our Lemma 1 would
predict: The situation where demand exceeds total capacity corresponds in
our model to a situation where n = 1, since experts have all the market
power in that case, and since n is our parameter for market power. With all
the market power, experts appropriate the entire surplus and consumers get
only their reservation payoff of zero. Furthermore, with insufficient capacity,
equal mark-up prices imply a higher price for the more capacity-consuming
treatment since the opportunity cost in terms of units of capacity used is
higher. By contrast, if capacity exceeds demand, the opportunity cost is
zero for both types of treatment. Thus, the price has to be the same for
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both treatments to yield equal mark-ups. Furthermore, with idle capacity,
experts have no market power (which corresponds in our model to a situa-
tion where n ≥ 2). Without market power, competition drives prices down
to opportunity costs and customers appropriate the entire surplus.
To summarize, our analysis shows that many specific assumptions made

by Emons (e.g., that there is a continuum of customers, that capacity is
needed to provide treatments, that success is a stochastic function of the
type of treatment provided, etc.) are not important for his efficiency re-
sult.20 What is important, however, is that consumers are homogeneous (see
Proposition 2, below),21 and that the type of treatment is verifiable (see
Proposition 4, below).22

Let us turn now to the liability case. Under the liability assumption ex-
perts charge a uniform price for both types of treatment and serve customers
honestly as the following result shows.

Lemma 2 Suppose that Assumptions H (Homogeneity), C (Commitment)
and L (Liability) hold, and that Assumption V (Verifiability) is dropped.
Then, in any subgame-perfect equilibrium, each expert charges a constant
price for both types of treatment and efficiently serves her customers. The
price charged in equilibrium is given by ep = v − d if a single expert provides
the good (n = 1), and by ep = c + h(c − c) if there is competition in the
credence goods market (n ≥ 2).23

Proof. Obvious from the discussion below and therefore omitted.
Figure 3 depicts the expected utility of a consumer under the conditions

of Lemma 2. In the setting under consideration the customer cannot control
the service provided by the expert. In this case overtreatment is a strictly
dominated strategy because the higher cost of the expensive repair does not

20The only inefficiency that remains in the Emons model is the suboptimal amount of
capacity provided in equilibrium. This inefficiency has nothing to do with the credence
goods problem, however. It is rather a coordination failure type of inefficiency similar
to that arising in the symmetric mixed strategy equilibrium of the grab-the-dollar game
prominent in Industrial Organization.
21In the Emons model the inefficiencies described in Subsection 4.1 arise for any n since

experts have market power whenever capacity is insufficient to cover demand.
22Assumption C is not important for the Emons result as Lemma 8 below shows.
23If the expert is not obliged to treat the customer after having conducted the diagnosis

the price charged in equilibrium changes to ep = c + α [v − d− c], where α = 1 for n = 1
and α = 0 otherwise. The rest of Lemma 2 remains unaffected.
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Figure 3: Consumers’ Expected Utility with Liability

affect the payment of the customer. Also, undertreatment is no problem
because of the liability assumption. So each expert efficiently serves her
customers. There remains the incentive to overcharge, that is, to always claim
that an expensive and difficult repair is needed even when a minor treatment
fixes the problem. Such an incentive exists whenever p 6= p. Consumers know
this and expect the expert to charge the higher price and then to provide
the cheapest sufficient treatment. Thus, their behavior depends on ep = max
{p, p} only. The rest is trivial. In the monopoly case (n = 1) the expert
has all the market power. Thus, she charges ep = v − d. With n > 1, the
price-posting game is a standard Bertrand game. Thus the price charged in
equilibrium is ep = c+ h(c− c) by the usual price-cutting argument.
Lemma 2 offers an explanation for the frequently observed fixed prices for

expert services in environments where experts have to provide reliable quality
because otherwise they are punished by law or by bad reputation. One
example are health maintenance organizations (HMOs) providing medical
service to members at an individualized, constant price per customer. Our
analysis suggests that the schemes offered by the HMOs are cheaper than a
health insurance system. Under insurance the customer does not care about
the price after having paid the insurance premium. With the HMO, the
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company will make sure that the cheapest sufficient quality will be provided.24

Lemma 2 facilitates the identification of the driving forces behind Taylor’s
(1995) efficiency results. Taylor studies an elaborate model of a durable
credence good which may be in one of three states: health, disease, or failure.
The good begins in the state of health, passes over to the state of disease
and from there either to the state of failure, or, if efficiently treated, back
to the state of health. The amount of time spent in each of the first two
states is governed by an exponential distribution. When the good enters the
state of failure it remains there forever. The main problem for the owner of
the good is that he never discovers whether the good is healthy or diseased.
An expert, on the other hand, can observe this by performing a diagnostic
check. If the check reveals the good to be diseased she can perform the
necessary treatment. Taylor shows that if experts post treatment prices ex
ante then they essentially offer fair insurance against the presence of disease
by charging a fixed price equal to the expected treatment cost, as our Lemma
2 would predict. However, in the Taylor model this insurance solution is not
efficient since the good also needs maintenance by the owner for survival. If
the owner opts for low maintenance then the maintenance cost per unit of
time is low, but the good is later more expensive to treat when it becomes
diseased. Obviously, in this set up fixed prices are inefficient since they
provide poor incentives for owners to perform maintenance. Taylor proposes
two alternative ways to solve this problem: Ex post contracts where experts
commit to treatment prices only after having learned the owner’s level of care,
and multi-period contracts for settings with repeated interactions between an
owner and an expert. These solutions would dominate the simple fixed price
rule in our setup too, if we assumed that the good needs costly maintenance
and that the owner’s level of care is revealed to the expert in the diagnostic
check as is assumed by Taylor.
Our framework shows that many details of the more sophisticated Tay-

lor model are not important for the efficiency results. What is important,
however, is that a liability rule protects consumers from obtaining insufficient
treatment (without liability experts would never cure the good, except for the
prospect of repeat business), and that the type of treatment is not verifiable
(otherwise equal mark up prices would provide incentives for maintenance).

24As a referee pointed out, this may be a too naive view on HMOs. In Section 6 we
discuss the plausibility of Assumptions L in this context.
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Let us now consider the case where both, the liability and the verifiabil-
ity assumption hold. In this case a lower mark-up for the major than for
the minor intervention is sufficient to induce non-fraudulent behavior as the
following result shows.

Lemma 3 Suppose that Assumptions H (Homogeneity), C (Commitment),
L (Liability) and V (Verifiability) hold. Then, in any subgame-perfect equi-
librium, each expert posts and charges prices yielding a lower (≤) mark up
for the more expensive treatment and efficiently serves her customers. Posted
(and charged) equilibrium prices satisfy p+h(p−p) = v−d and p−c ≤ p−c
if a single expert provides the good (n = 1), and p+h(p−p) = c+h(c−c) and
p− c ≤ p− c if there is competition in the credence goods market (n ≥ 2).25

Proof. The proof is similar to that of Lemma 1, the only difference being
that the liability rule prevents the expert from profiting by providing the
cheap treatment when the expensive one is needed.
Under the conditions of Lemma 3 verifiability prevents an expert from

claiming to have supplied the major treatment when she actually has pro-
vided the minor one (i.e. overcharging is ruled out). In addition, liability
prevents her from providing the minor intervention when her customer needs
the major one (i.e., undertreatment is ruled out, too). There remains the
incentive to provide a major treatment when the consumer only needs the
minor one. This overtreatment incentive disappears if prices are such that
the mark-up for the minor treatment exceeds that of the major treatment.
Lemmas 1 - 3 discussed possible ideal environments that imply that the

price mechanism solves the credence goods problem at no cost. This no-fraud
result suggests that asymmetric information alone cannot explain experts’
cheating.
Table 2 recapitulates the role our four assumptions play for the efficiency

result. If consumers are homogeneous, price discrimination is no issue. As
we will see below, price discrimination in expert markets proceeds along the
dimension of quality of advice offered.
The commitment assumption prevents consumers from visiting more than

one expert. This assumption is important for efficiency if liability holds while
verifiability is violated. Why? Because then a constant price across treat-
ments is necessary to prevent experts from overcharging (see Lemma 2). A

25Obviously, if an expert is not obligated to treat a customer after having conducted
the diagnosis, equilibrium prices will also satisfy the condition p ≥ c.
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Assumption Effect
Homogeneity prevents price discrimination
Commitment prevents consumers from visiting more than one expert
Liability prevents undertreatment
Verifiability prevents overcharging

Table 2: Assumptions and their importance for the efficiency result

constant price across treatments implies that consumers with minor problems
subsidize those with major ones. If consumers are not committed to undergo
a treatment once a diagnosis has been made and if the cost of getting a
second opinion is low, such cross subsidization becomes infeasible because it
invites cream skimming by a deviating expert who sells the minor invention
only, at a lower price. Non-deviating experts who charge a constant price
across treatments will realize that only consumers who need a major inter-
vention visit them and they will adjust their prices accordingly. The result
is specialization, some experts sell only the minor, others only the major
intervention. Specialization is inefficient because it implies a duplication of
search and diagnosis costs.26

The verifiability assumption prevents overcharging, while the liability as-
sumption prevent undertreatment. If none of these assumptions holds each
expert will always provide the minor and charge for the major intervention.
Thus undertreatment of consumers who need the major treatment results.
Consumers anticipate this and if their valuation for a successful treatment is
too low they leave the market.
In the next section, we will discuss these (and other) inefficiencies in more

detail.
26As one of the referees pointed out, a second diagnosis is not necessary in many settings.

Our assumption that provision of treatment without diagnosis is impossible should not
be taken literally, however, but rather as a short cut for situations in which there exist
economies of scope between diagnosis and treatment. As Darby and Karni (1973, Footnote
2) have put it, ”..it is easier to repair any damage while the transmission or belly is open
to see what is wrong, than to put everything back together and go elsewhere to repeat the
process for the actual repair.”
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5 Various Degrees of Inefficiencies and Fraud
in the Credence Goods Market

In this section we characterize the inefficiencies that might arise if at least one
of the conditions of Proposition 1 is violated. We begin with the homogeneity
assumption (Assumption H).

5.1 Heterogeneous Consumers: Inefficient Rationing
and Inefficient Treatment of some Consumer Groups

Dropping the homogeneity assumption can give rise to two different kinds of
inefficiency: inefficient rationing of consumers and/or inefficient treatment of
some consumer groups. To show this, we consider a setting in which a single
expert (n = 1) sells verifiable treatments (Assumption V holds) to hetero-
geneous consumers (Assumption H is violated). To keep things simple we
concentrate on the case where consumers only differ in their expected cost of
efficient treatment. More precisely, we assume that a consumer of type h has
the major problem with probability h, and the minor problem with probabil-
ity (1− h). Since this assumption implies that higher type consumers have a
higher expected cost of efficient treatment we refer to them as higher cost con-
sumers. Consumers’ types (i.e., the probabilities h) are drawn independently
from the same concave cumulative distribution function F (·), with differ-
entiable strictly positive density f (·) on [0, 1]. F (·) is common knowledge,
but a consumer’s type is the consumer’s private information. If a consumer
gets a treatment that fixes his problem he obtains a type-independent gross
utility of v, and if not one of zero, exactly as in our basic model.
Let us start with a setting in which the expert cannot price discriminate

among consumers. Without price discrimination the expert chooses equal
mark-up prices. Why? Because consumers infer the expert’s incentives from
the intervention prices. Thus, the expert cannot gain from cheating. Conse-
quently, the best she can do is to post an equal mark-up tariff and to provide
serious diagnosis and appropriate treatment. With an equal mark-up tariff
the monopolistic expert is interested in two variables only, in the magnitude
of the mark-up and in the number of visiting customers. If consumers are
very similar, the expert finds it profitable to serve all consumers. Otherwise,
prices are such that some consumers do not consult her even though serving
them would be efficient. This is nothing but the familiar monopoly-pricing
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inefficiency. We record it in Lemma 4.

Lemma 4 Suppose that Assumptions C (Commitment) and V (Verifiability)
hold, and that Assumptions H (Homogeneity) and L (Liability) are violated.
Further suppose that a single expert (n = 1) who cannot price-discriminate
among customers serves the market, and that consumers differ in their ex-
pected cost of efficient treatment only. Then, in the unique subgame-perfect
equilibrium, the expert posts and charges equal mark-up prices (p−c = p−c).
If the difference in expected cost between the best and the worst type is large
relative to the efficiency gain of treating the worst type (c−c > (v−d−c)f(1))
then prices are such that (i) high cost consumers decide to remain untreated
(p > v − d) , and (ii) all other types visit the expert (p < v − d) and get
serious diagnosis and appropriate treatment. Otherwise all consumers are
efficiently served under equal mark-up prices (p ≤ v − d).

Proof. From the proof of Lemma 1 we know that, for given net utilities
for the consumers, the monopolist’s profit is highest with an equal mark-up
tariff. Thus, the monopolist will choose such a tariff and she will provide
the appropriate treatment to all of her customers. With an equal mark-
up tariff the monopolistic expert is interested in two variables only, in the
magnitude of the mark-up (p − c = p − c = ∆, say) and in the number of
visiting consumers. The result then follows from the observation that the
expert’s problem is nothing but the familiar monopoly pricing problem for
demand curve D(p) = F [(v − p− d)/(c − c)] and net revenue per customer
∆ = p− c.27
For our next result we allow the expert to post more than one tariff. Since

consumers differ in their expected cost of efficient treatment, the monopolist
might want to target a specific tariff for each consumer or at least different
tariffs for different consumer groups. However, in the absence of information
about the identity of each consumer (the expert only knows the aggregate
distribution of probabilities of needing different treatments) the expert must
make sure that consumers indeed choose the tariff designed for them and not
the tariff designed for other consumers. This puts self-selection constraints
on the set of tariffs offered by the monopolist. As our next result shows, the
monopolist uses the quality of advice offered as a self selection device.

27That the condition c − c > (v − d − c)f(1) is necessary and sufficient for an interior
solution is easily verified by checking that the expert’s profit is an increasing function of
∆ at ∆ = v − c− d if and only if this condition is satisfied.
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Lemma 5 Suppose that the general conditions of Lemma 4 hold, except that
the expert can now price discriminate among consumers (rather than being
restricted to a single price vector only). Then, in any subgame-perfect equi-
librium, the expert posts two tariffs, one with equal mark-ups, and one where
the mark-up for the major treatment exceeds that for the minor one.28 Both
tariffs attract customers and in total all consumers are served. Low cost con-
sumers are served under the former tariff and always get serious diagnosis
and appropriate treatment; high cost consumers are served under the latter
and always get the major treatment, sometimes inefficiently.

Proof. The proof parallels Dulleck and Kerschbamer (2003)’s proof of
(their) Proposition 2 and is available online in the supplement to this pa-
per: http://www... .
When price discrimination is possible, the expert finds it optimal to pro-

vide high quality diagnosis and appropriate treatment to low-cost consumers
only. High-cost consumers are potentially overtreated; that is, they are in-
duced to demand a high quality intervention without an honest diagnosis.
Why is such a policy optimal? The reason is simple. Under perfect

price discrimination the monopolist would provide high quality diagnosis
and appropriate treatment to all consumers and gain the entire surplus by
charging customer specific prices. In the absence of information about the
identity of consumers perfect discrimination is infeasible. With imperfect
discrimination the expert sells serious diagnosis and appropriate treatment
at a relative high price to low-cost consumers only. For the rest of the market
this policy is unattractive since the expected price is larger than the valuation
of a successful intervention. Offering efficient diagnosis and treatment at a
lower expected price to the residual demand is impossible because this would
induce low-cost consumers to switch to the cheaper policy. So, the expert
offers in addition to the expensive efficient diagnosis and treatment policy
a cheaper but also less efficient one. Her difficulty in designing this second
policy is to prevent the low cost segment from choosing the cheaper policy.
The solution is to potentially overtreat the residual demand consisting of high
cost consumers; that is, to induce them to demand a high quality intervention
(a new engine) without a serious diagnosis. For low cost consumers this policy
is unattractive since their problem is most likely to be a minor one, implying
that buying the expensive efficient diagnosis and treatment policy still entails

28The menu may contain some redundant price vectors too, i.e., some tariffs that attract
no consumers.
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a lower expected cost than buying the high quality intervention (without an
honest diagnosis) at a bargain price.
While the equilibrium behavior outlined in Lemma 5 is obviously an ab-

straction and it is probably impossible to point out an industry that features
exactly this kind of price discrimination, the result identifies an element that
may be present in the conduct of some industries. The IT industry, for ex-
ample, features some degree of second degree price discrimination: there are
PC manufacturers who distribute their equipment through IT warehouses
that offer only selected qualities of equipment at a relatively low price and
through specialized dealers that offer the entire assortment as well as advice
on choosing the right quality; some consumers (presumably the less prof-
itable ones) buy from warehouse sellers, others consult an expert seller and
get serious diagnosis and appropriate equipment.
The equilibrium outlined in Lemma 5 is essentially the overtreatment

equilibrium of Dulleck and Kerschbamer (2003). Dulleck and Kerschbamer
go on to show that the result changes dramatically when consumers differ
in their valuation for a successful intervention (rather than in their expected
cost of efficient treatment). In this case no overtreatment will be observed
but undertreatment appears.
Dulleck and Kerschbamer’s undertreatment result stands in sharp con-

trast to the findings in another credence goods paper that has the verifia-
bility assumption and heterogeneous consumers.29 In a model with capac-
ity constrained experts who provide procedures to consumers who differ in
their valuation for a successful intervention, Richardson (1999) finds that all
treated consumers are overtreated ; that is, they get a high quality interven-
tion independently of the outcome of the diagnosis. A closer look at his paper
reveals different driving forces behind the Richardson overtreatment and the
Dulleck and Kerschbamer (over- and undertreatment) results. The Dulleck
and Kerschbamer results are driven by a combination of market power and
the ability to price discriminate among heterogeneous consumers. Obviously,
the type of treatment must also be verifiable (otherwise, overtreating would
be strictly dominated by overcharging). By contrast, Richardson’s findings

29To the best of our knowledge there are only three further contributions with hetero-
geneous consumers, one of them is the more verbal paper by Darby and Karni (1973), the
second is the 1993 article by Pitchik and Schotter, and the third is Fong (2005). In the
former two articles heterogeneity is only used to purify a mixed strategy equilibrium; in
the third contribution consumers’ lack of commitment power plays an important role for
the result — we therefore relegate the discussion of that article to the next subsection.
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result from a lack of commitment power. Consider an expert who can ex
ante precommit only to the price for a low quality basic intervention. At
the diagnosis stage the expert can tell the consumer that the basic interven-
tion is insufficient to cure his problem and inform him about the additional
amount he would have to pay, if he accepts an upgrade to a more advanced
procedure. The consumer knows that he might have a serious problem and
that the basic intervention fails in this case. He is therefore prepared to pay
some additional amount for a stronger intervention. If this amount exceeds
the difference in treatment costs (as is the case under Richardson’s assump-
tions), then the expert has an incentive to always recommend a stronger
treatment even if the basic intervention would have been sufficient to cure
the problem.30

Before proceeding further, notice that the inefficiencies of Lemmas 4 and
5 disappear, if experts have no market power. With n > 1, price-competing
experts provide both types of treatment at marginal cost leaving no leeway for
inefficiencies of any kind. Note here, that the relevant condition is not n = 1,
but rather that experts have market power in providing treatments. In a
model in which capacity is required to serve customers (cf. e.g. Emons 1997
and 2001, or Richardson 1999) experts have market power (independently
of n) whenever tight capacity constraints hamper competition. Similarly,
consumer loyalty, travel costs together with location, search costs, collusion
and many, many other factors might give rise to market power.
We summarize the results of this subsection in the following proposition.

Proposition 2 Subgame-perfect equilibria exhibiting inefficient rationing and
/ or inefficient treatment of some consumer groups can exist if Assumption
H (Homogeneity) is violated and experts have market power.

5.2 No Commitment: Overcharging and Duplication
of Search and Diagnosis Costs

In this subsection we drop the commitment assumption. Under certain condi-
tions this gives rise to two different types of equilibria, overcharging equilibria
and specialization equilibria. In both, the credence goods problem manifests
itself in inefficiently high search and diagnosis costs as some consumers end

30Here, remember that equal mark-up prices are necessary to induce an expert to per-
form serious diagnosis and to provide the appropriate treatment (see the discussion of
Lemma 1).
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up visiting more than one expert and being diagnosed more than once. We
begin with the overcharging scenario. To get the overcharging result studied
in the literature, firms’ price setting power needs to be restricted. In part
(i) of Lemma 6 this is captured by referring to a (legal) rule requiring ex-
perts to choose the price for the expensive treatment from a given range of
cost-covering prices. Such a rule is, of course, unrealistic. Part (ii) of the
lemma shows that the overcharging equilibrium ceases to exist if prices are
fully flexible.

Lemma 6 (i) Suppose that Assumptions H (Homogeneity) and L (Liability)
hold, and that Assumptions C (Commitment) and V (Verifiability) are vio-
lated. Further suppose that there is some competition in the credence goods
market (n ≥ 2), that economies of scope between diagnosis and treatment
are relatively low (d < (c− c) (1− h)), and that a (legal) rule is in effect re-
quiring experts to choose the price for the expensive treatment from a given
range of cost-covering prices (p ∈ [c, c+ d]).31 Then there exists a symmet-
ric weak perfect Bayesian equilibrium in which experts overcharge customers
(with strictly positive probability). In this equilibrium experts post prices sat-
isfying p = c+∆ and p = c > c+∆. Experts always recommend the expensive
treatment if the customer has the major problem, and they recommend c with
probability ω ∈ (0, 1) if the customer has the minor problem. Consumers
make at least one, at most two visits. Consumers at their first visit always
accept a c recommendation, and they accept a c recommendation with proba-
bility α ∈ (0, 1) and reject it with probability (1− α). Consumers who reject,
visit a second (different) expert, and on that visit they accept both recommen-
dations with certainty. A customer who accepts to be treated always gets the
appropriate treatment.
(ii) The strategy profile sketched in part (i) of this lemma ceases to form

part of a weak perfect Bayesian equilibrium, if experts are completely free in
choosing prices.

Proof. Available online in the supplement to this paper: http://www... .
In the setting under consideration verifiability is violated. In this case

overtreatment is a strictly dominated strategy because the higher cost of

31If experts are not committed to treat their customers after having conducted a di-
agnosis, then a lower bound for the price of the expensive treatment (p ≥ c) emerges
endogenously. So only the upper bound for prices (p ≤ c+ d) is required in this case to
prove part (i) of the lemma.
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the expensive repair does not affect the payment of the customer. Also,
undertreatment is no issue because of the liability assumption. So each expert
efficiently serves her customers. There remains the incentive to overcharge,
that is, to claim that a major intervention is needed when a minor one fixes
the problem. Such an incentive exists in the equilibrium characterized in
Lemma 6 since p > p. In the equilibrium experts do not overcharge their
customers all the time (but only with strictly positive probability) because
recommending the cheap treatment guarantees a positive profit of p − c =
∆ > 0 for sure, while recommending the expensive treatment when only the
cheap one is required is like playing in a lottery yielding a payoff of p−c > ∆
if the consumer accepts, and zero, otherwise. By construction, the expected
payoff under the lottery equals∆, making experts exactly indifferent between
recommending honestly and overcharging.32

The overcharging equilibrium sketched in part (i) of Lemma 6 is essen-
tially the equilibrium outlined by Pitchik and Schotter (1989) - and further
studied by Sülzle and Wambach (2005) - for a setting with exogenously given
payoffs.33 Wolinsky (1993) argues that the equilibrium might also exist with
flexible prices if sufficiently few experts compete for customers. Lemma 6
shows that the overcharging configuration of part (i) continues to form part
of a weak perfect Bayesian equilibrium, if experts have some freedom to
choose prices, but that it ceases to form part of such an equilibrium if prices
are fully flexible.34

The reason for why overcharging equilibria with the essential features as
outlined in part (i) of the lemma cease to exist if experts are completely free in

32For experts to be indifferent between recommending the minor and recommending
the major intervention when the customer has the minor problem, the probabilities α
and ω, and the mark-up ∆ must satisfy ∆[1 + ω(1 − α)] = (c − c)[α + ω(1 − α)]. To
understand this equation note that recommending the cheap treatment guarantees a profit
of p − c = ∆ > 0 for sure, while recommending the expensive treatment when only the
cheap one is required is like playing in a lottery yielding a payoff of p − c > ∆ with
probability [α+ ω (1− α)] /[1+ω (1− α)], and zero otherwise. This probability takes into
account that a fraction 1/[1 + ω (1− α)] of customers are on their first visit (and hence,
are accepting the c recommendation with probability α), while the remaining fraction
ω (1− α) /[1 + ω (1− α)] are on their second visit (accepting the c recommendation for
sure).
33Sülzle and Wambach’s (2005) paper is essentially a comparative statics study on the

overcharging equilibrium of Lemma 6. The main focus is on the effect of insurance arrange-
ments on the (mixed strategy) equilibrium behavior of consumers and experts.
34See Mas-Colell et al. (1995) for the definition of weak perfect Bayesian equilibrium.

Myerson (1991) calls the same concept a weak sequential equilibrium.
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choosing prices is that the mark-up p− c = ∆, which is necessary to support
the described behavior as a weak perfect Bayesian equilibrium, invites price
undercutting by a deviating expert who specializes in the minor intervention.
How can a deviating expert specialize in the minor intervention? In the
present model where each expert’s decision variables are her posted prices and
her recommendation policy, specialization on the minor intervention occurs
via the commitment to a tariff which induces customers who are diagnosed to
require the major intervention to reject treatment and to visit another expert.
How does such a specialization tariff look? In the equilibrium of Lemma 6 all
experts post (p, p) = (c+∆, c). Thus, by posting a tariff that has p > c+ d
a deviating expert can credibly signal that she will provide reliable diagnosis
and only the minor treatment. The point is that when the customer has
the major problem the expert cannot sell the minor intervention because of
liability. Thus, she will reveal his true condition. And if the customer has the
minor problem the expert will not recommend the major treatment because
the customer would reject it and he would visit a non-deviating expert (if he
accepts he pays p > c+ d, if he rejects and visits a non-deviating expert his
cost is c+d). Under the conditions of part (i) of Lemma 6 such specialization
tariffs are infeasible. If they become feasible because prices are flexible (as
in part (ii) of the lemma) the overcharging configuration ceases to form part
of a weak Bayesian equilibrium.
The ”equilibrium with fraud” discussed by Darby and Karni (1973) re-

sembles a purified version of the overcharging equilibrium of Lemma 6. In
their analysis ”...increasing the amount of services prescribed on the basis of
the diagnosis, increases the probability of entering the customer’s critical re-
gions for going elsewhere [....] Taking this consideration into account, the firm
will take fraud up to the point where the expected marginal profit is zero”
(p. 73). Adapting Lemma 6 to an environment where consumers are het-
erogeneous with respect to their search cost would yield an equilibrium with
these properties (see Pitchik and Schotter 1993). The analogy is not perfect,
however, as the problem discussed by Darby and Karni is that of overtreat-
ing, and not that of overcharging customers. Overtreatment can only pose
problems, if the customer can observe and verify the type of treatment he
gets (our Assumption V), since, if he cannot, overcharging is always more
profitable. But, with verifiability and flexible prices there are no equilibria
exhibiting fraud, as Lemma 8 below shows. In other words, to support the
Darby and Karni (1973) configuration with fraud as an equilibrium, payoffs
again need to be exogenously fixed, as they are in their environment.
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A result that resembles a degenerate version of the overcharging equi-
librium of Lemma 6 is the ”no-cheating result” of Fong (2005). In Fong’s
basic model there is a single expert who offers two types of treatment to a
continuum of homogeneous consumers in an environment in which liability
holds while verifiability is violated. Since the expert is completely free in
choosing prices, our model would predict that she sets a single price for both
treatments at the consumers’ net valuation for a successful intervention (that
is, p = p = v − d; see Lemma 2).35 However, this solution is infeasible in
Fong’s setup due to a combination of two assumptions: First, consumers’
valuation for a successful intervention is assumed to be small in comparison
to treatment costs. Translated to the present context, Fong’s assumption
amounts to v − d < c < v, while we assume c < v − d. This modification
alone would not change anything provided that it is ex ante efficient to visit
the expert (i.e., v − d − c − h(c − c) ≥ 0): The experts would still offer
to fix both types of problem at the price v − d, cross-subsidizing the losses
made on selling c by the gains made on selling c. Fong’s second departure
from our assumptions — that the expert has the option to reject a customer
after performing a diagnosis — implies that treatment prices cannot be lower
than treatment costs and thereby prevents this (and any other) fixed price
solution.36 Also, pure strategy equilibria in which the expert posts two dif-
ferent prices cannot exist because in such an equilibrium it must be common
knowledge that only one of the prices will be charged by the expert.37 It
remains, as the only possibility, an equilibrium in mixed strategies. In such
an equilibrium the expert posts two prices (p = v − d/(1 − h), p = v) and
nevertheless behaves honestly. The intuition behind this ”no-cheating result”
parallels that for Lemma 6. The expert does not recommend the major in-
tervention when the minor one fixes the problem because customers accept
the major treatment with a low enough probability while they accept the
minor one for sure.38 The only difference to the overcharging equilibrium in

35Since in Fong’s model there is a single expert, Assumption C is not required to get
this result.
36With a fixed price below c the expert turns down consumers with a major problem,

with a fixed price above c no consumer will ever consult the expert (as c is above v− d by
Fong’s first departing assumption).
37If the c recommendation is accepted for sure, the expert will always recommend c; if

only c recommendations are accepted, she will always recommend c. Thus, in an equilib-
rium in pure strategies a price vector with p 6= p is equivalent to a fixed price contract.
38In Fong’s model, where consumers who reject do not reenter the market, for the

expert to be indifferent between recommending the minor and recommending the major
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Lemma 6 is that consumers who get a c recommendation are not kept in-
different between accepting and rejecting by the expert’s cheating behavior
but rather by the fact that the price charged for the major treatment equals
exactly their valuation for a successful intervention (p = v). Although there
is no duplication of search and diagnosis costs in Fong’s model, the equilib-
rium is still inefficient because a fraction of consumers who need the major
treatment remain untreated to keep the expert indifferent.
Based on this basic model Fong derives two overcharging equilibria, both

based on identifiable heterogeneity among consumers. To see how they work
assume that there exist two groups of consumers — one with valuation v, the
other with valuation v > v, where v−d < c — and that a consumer’s valuation
is observable to the expert. Obviously, from the expert’s point of view it
would be ideal if she could price discriminate between the two groups. This
is assumed to be impossible; that is, the expert is constrained to post a single
price vector only. With a single vector she can implement the no-cheating
result for a single customer group only. If the fraction of v consumers is large,
she will implement the no-cheating result for those consumers and ignore the
rest of the market. By contrast, if there are many v consumers, the expert
tailors the no-cheating tariff to their valuation (p = v−d/(1−h), p = v) and
she will sometimes overcharge v consumers to keep them indifferent between
accepting and rejecting a c recommendation (exactly as in our Lemma 6).39

To summarize, our analysis shows that many specific assumptions made
by Fong (e.g. that there is no diagnosis cost; or, that the treatments for the
two problems are not substitutable) are not important for his findings. What
is important, however, is that liability holds, while verifiability is violated,
that consumers are not committed, that the expert is not committed either,
and that consumers’ valuation for successful treatment is rather low.

treatment when the customer has the minor problem, the probability α must satisfy α =
p−c
p−c =

v−d/(1−h)−c
v−c .

39One difference between the overcharging equilibrium of Lemma 6 and Fong’s over-
charging equilibrium deserves mentioning: In the equilibrium of Lemma 6 consumers’
incentive to reject a c recommendation increases in ω because a higher ω implies that
the consumer has a higher probability to pay less for the treatment on his second visit.
By contrast, in Fong’s model consumers have no opportunity to visit a second expert.
Thus, an additional assumption is needed to keep consumers indifferent; namely that the
loss born by the consumer if his problem is left untreated is greater if c rather then c is
required.
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Overcharging equilibria with the essential features as outlined in Lemma
6 cease to exist if there is more than one expert and if experts are free
in choosing prices. With fully flexible prices, a continuum of experts, and
low economies of scope between diagnosis and treatment the only perfect
Bayesian equilibria that survive when Assumptions H and L hold, while
Assumptions C and V are violated are specialization equilibria similar to the
one outlined in the next lemma. This has been shown by Wolinsky (1993).40

Lemma 7 Suppose that Assumptions H (Homogeneity) and L (Liability)
hold, and that Assumptions C (Commitment) and V (Verifiability) are vi-
olated. Further suppose that there is enough competition in the credence
goods market (n ≥ 4) and that economies of scope between diagnosis and
treatment are relatively low (d < (c − c)(1 − h)).41 Then there exists a per-
fect Bayesian equilibrium exhibiting specialization. In this equilibrium some
experts (at least two) post prices given by p = c and p > c + d (we call
such experts ”cheap experts”), and some other experts (again at least two,
”expensive experts”) post prices given by p ≤ p = c. Cheap experts always
recommend the appropriate treatment, expensive experts always the expensive
one. Consumers first visit a cheap expert. If this expert recommends c the
customer agrees and gets c. If the cheap expert recommends c the customer
rejects and visits an expensive expert who treats him efficiently.

Proof. See the supplement, which is available online at http://www.. .
In the specialization equilibrium of Lemma 7 liability (again) solves the

problem of undertreatment and the cost differential c − c that of overtreat-
ment. The incentive to overcharge customers is eliminated because cheap
experts lose their customers if they recommend the expensive treatment (see
the discussion above).
Is there any supporting evidence for vertical specialization as outlined in

Lemma 7 in the market place? Wolinsky (1993) mentions the automobile
repair industry as an example of a market featuring some degree of spe-
cialization of this kind: there are backyard garages who specialize in minor

40In the Wolinsky (1993) model, where experts commit to an unobservable recommen-
dation policy at the price-posting stage of the game, an additional restriction on beliefs
is required to prove the result. In the present model, that requirement is implied by the
notion of perfect Bayesian equilibrium.
41If experts are not committed to treat their customers after having conducted the

diagnosis, the condition d < (c− c) (1− h) changes to d < (c− c) (1− h) /h.
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repairs and there are certified dealer garages who offer the whole spectrum
of treatments; some consumers (presumably those with a lower opportunity
cost of time) first visit a backyard garage, and if the problem turns out to
be a major one, they turn to a certified dealer.
Note that the condition for the strategies described in Lemma 1 to form

part of a perfect Bayesian equilibrium even if the commitment assumption
(Assumption C) is not imposed and even if n ≥ 4 is exactly that the re-
striction imposed by Lemma 7 on d is violated; that is, the diagnosis cost
d must exceed (1− h) (c− c). To verify this, notice that a deviation that
might jeopardize the equilibrium of Lemma 1 is a specialization tariff that
has p < c+h (c− c) and p ≥ c+h(c−c)+d. The expected cost to a consumer
who visits the deviator first, and, if recommended the expensive treatment,
resorts to a non-deviating expert is d+ (1− h)p+ h [c+ h (c− c) + d]. Con-
sulting only a non-deviating expert, on the other hand, costs d+c+h (c− c).
Thus, to attract customers, the deviator must post a price vector with a p
such that d + c + h (c− c) ≥ d + (1 − h)p + h [c+ h (c− c) + d], which is
equivalent to p ≤ c + h [(c− c)− d/ (1− h)]. But, if d > (1− h) (c− c),
then such a price vector doesn’t cover cost, and so no deviation is profitable.
The equilibrium outlined in Lemma 7 is essentially the specialization equi-

librium of Wolinsky (1993), the only difference being that experts can refuse
to provide a treatment after having conducted the diagnosis in the Wolinsky
model while they cannot refuse in our present framework.42 What drives
the Wolinsky result is the combination of two assumptions, the assumption
that consumers are neither able to observe the type of treatment they need
nor the type they get (our Assumption V is violated), and the assumption
that experts are liable for providing the cheap treatment when the expensive
one is needed (our Assumption L holds).43 Specialization equilibria cease to
exist if Assumption L is violated, and they also cease to exist if Assumption
V holds. We postpone the discussion of the case where neither liability nor
verifiability holds to the next subsection and record the rest of the result as
Lemma 8.
42Glazer and McGuire (1996) characterize a similar equilibrium for a setting in which

there are (by assumption) two types of experts, safe ones who can successfully serve all
consumers, and risky ones whose treatment might fail. The focus of their work is on
optimal referral from risky to safe experts after risky experts’ diagnosis of a consumer’s
problem.
43Wolinsky (1993) doesn’t explicitly impose the liability assumption. This assumption

is implicit in his specification of consumer payoffs, however.
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Lemma 8 Suppose that prices are flexible, that consumers are homogeneous
(Assumption H) and that the type of treatment is verifiable (Assumption V).
Then the equilibria summarized in Lemma 1 (for the case where Assumption
L is violated) and Lemma 3 (for the case where Assumption L holds) remain
the only perfect Bayesian equilibria even if Assumption C is violated.

Proof. The proof is similar to that of Lemma 1 and therefore omitted.
Why is it, that specialization equilibria involving costly double advice

exist if liability holds while verifiability is violated while they cease to exist
if verifiability holds? The point is that verifiability allows experts to set
treatment prices close to marginal cost. With prices close to marginal cost
consumers have no incentive to search for a second opinion.
For obvious reasons, perfect Bayesian equilibria exhibiting specialization

and perfect Bayesian equilibria in which experts overcharge customers also
cease to exist if a single expert serves the market.44

We summarize the results of this subsection in the following proposition.

Proposition 3 Perfect Bayesian equilibria exhibiting specialization and per-
fect Bayesian equilibria in which experts overcharge their customers might
exists if Assumption C (Commitment) is violated.

5.3 Neither Liability Nor Verifiability: The Credence
Goods Market Breaks Down

In this subsection we consider an environment resembling a hidden action
version of Akerlof’s (1970) lemons model: consumers can neither observe
the type of treatment they get (Assumption V is violated), nor can they
punish the expert if they realize ex post that the type of treatment they
received is not sufficient to solve their problem (Assumption L is violated
too). Under these adverse conditions the expert(s) always provide(s) the
cheap (and charge(s) for the expensive) treatment. Consumers anticipate
this and consult an expert only if the price of the expensive treatment is
such that getting the minor intervention at this price for sure increases their

44Since the uniform price charged by the monopolistic expert under the conditions of
Lemma 1 does not exceed consumers’ gross utility v, they will not quit even if not com-
mitted, for their only alternative is to remain without any treatment.
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expected utility. If there is no p ≥ c that attracts customers, no trade takes
place and the credence goods market ceases to exist.45

Proposition 4 Suppose that Assumption H (Homogeneity) holds, and that
Assumptions V (Verifiability) and L (Liability) are violated. Then there is no
perfect Bayesian equilibrium in which experts serve customers efficiently. If
consumers valuation v is sufficiently high (c+d ≤ (1−h)v), then each expert
charges a constant price (given by ep = (1−h)v−d if a single expert provides
the good, and by ep = c if there is competition in the credence goods market)
and always provides the cheap treatment. If the consumers’ valuation is too
low (c+ d > (1− h)v) then the credence goods market ceases to exist.

Proof. Obvious and therefore omitted.
The assumption that one treatment is more expensive than the second

one is important for the negative result in Proposition 4. Without this as-
sumption (that is, if c = c) expert(s) have no incentive to mistreat customers
and therefore behave honestly. This helps to explain the Emons (2001) re-
sults. In his 2001 contribution, Emons investigates the same basic model as
in the 1997 paper (see our discussion in Section 4). That is, again capacity is
required to provide treatments to homogeneous consumers, and once a given
capacity level has been installed both types of treatment can be provided at
zero marginal cost up to the capacity constraint. Again, one type of treat-
ment consumes more units of capacity than the second. Also, there is no
liability rule in effect that protects consumers from getting an inappropriate
cheap treatment. The major difference between the two Emons contribu-
tions is (i) that the 2001 article considers a credence goods monopolist while
the earlier paper is about competing experts, and (ii) that the 2001 article
distinguishes between the cases of verifiable and unverifiable treatment, and
between observable and unobservable capacity while the earlier article deals
only with the case of verifiable treatment together with observable capacity.
The major result of Emons (2001) is that for three out of the four possible
constellations the monopolist always behaves honestly. Only when capacity
and treatment are both unobservable no trade takes place.
Efficiency with homogeneous consumers and verifiable treatments is ex-

actly what one would expect given our Lemma 8. What is more intriguing is
45Proposition 4 relies on the assumption that consumers are able to verify whether some

kind of treatment has been provided or not. If this is not the case, each expert always has
an incentive to provide no treatment at all and the credence goods market ceases to exist
for any value of v (see also the next footnote).
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that Emons obtains efficiency even in one of the non-verifiability cases. The
intuition for this result is as follows. With observable capacities the expert
can publicly pre-commit to a technology (i.e., to a capacity level) that allows
her to provide the right treatment to all consumers at zero marginal cost
(c = c = 0). Consumers observe capacity, and since they know that there
is nothing the monopolist can do with her technology but to provide hon-
est services, they trust the expert and get honest treatment. By contrast,
with unobservable capacities the expert has no pre-commitment technology
at hand, and the credence goods market breaks down.46 To summarize, our
analysis shows that many specific assumptions made by Emons (e.g., that
capacity is needed to provide treatments, that success is a stochastic function
of the type of treatment provided, etc.) are not important for his findings.
What is important, however, for the positive part of his result is that con-
sumers are homogeneous; with heterogeneous customers the effects described
in Subsection 4.1 above would emerge and inefficiency would appear.
The equilibrium of Proposition 4 is rather extreme and one is tempted

to argue in favor of public intervention, e.g. the introduction of a legal rule
that makes the expert liable for providing an inappropriately inexpensive
treatment. In reality, liability rules are far from being perfect mechanisms,
however (see the discussion in Section 6). Is there a way out? In practice,
experts might be kept honest by their need to maintain their reputation (if
bad reputation spreads, reputation considerations might mitigate the prob-
lem even if consumers are expected to buy only once), or by their desire to
retain customers who are expected to frequently need a treatment.47

46In the Emons paper the credence good market breaks down even if consumers’ gross
valuation v is high. The reason is the Emons assumption that not only the type of
treatment is unobservable, but also whether treatment has been provided at all or not.
Under this assumption expert’s capacity investment is zero irrespective of consumers’
valuation v. If only the type of treatment were unobservable, as is the case in the present
paper, and if v were high enough, then the expert would install a capacity level that allows
her to sell c to all consumers, exactly as one would expect from our Proposition 4.
47Wolinsky (1993) and Park (2005) study credence goods models where the reputation

mechanism increases efficiency. That the possibility of reputation building may also go in
the opposite direction has been shown by Ely and Välimäki (2003) and by Ely, Fudenberg
and Levine (2005) in their papers on ‘bad reputation’.
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6 Discussion: Theory and Real World Exam-
ples

We started our analysis by showing that experts have an incentive to commit
to prices that induce non-fraudulent behavior and full revelation of their pri-
vate information if a small set of critical assumptions hold. These conditions
are (i) expert sellers face homogeneous customers (Assumption H); (ii) large
economies of scope exist between diagnosis and treatment so that expert and
consumer are in effect committed to continue with a treatment once a diag-
nosis has been made (Assumption C); and (iii) either the type of treatment
(the quality of the good) is verifiable (Assumption V), or a liability rule is
in effect protecting consumers from obtaining an inappropriately inexpensive
treatment (Assumption L). This positive result tempts one into thinking that
problems in credence goods markets are not very prevalent. However, some
of our organizing assumptions sound more innocent than they really are. In
this section we make the link to real world situations by returning to the
key motivating examples mentioned in the introduction and discussing the
plausibility of Assumptions C, V and L in each case (strictly speaking As-
sumption H is never satisfied in practice). This section also provides a table
where the existing literature is categorized according to our assumptions.
Let us start by considering the example of car repairs and other repair

services. With repair services strict liability is difficult to impose in practice.
For instance, an insufficiently repaired item may work for some time and
problems may develop later on. To mitigate the undertreatment problem in
such a situation the liability needs to cover a longer period. But during this
longer period the item may stop working for reasons unrelated to the ex-
pert’s behavior. Also, an extended liability period introduces a moral hazard
problem on the consumers’ side in situations where the eventual performance
of the product depends not only on the expert’s but also on the consumer’s
behavior: If the consumer is fully compensated for a breakdown during the
extended liability period, then he has no incentive to take care of the product
(see Taylor 1995 for a model capturing this feature).
The verifiability assumption poses similar problems. For instance, the

advice that opens the article urging customers of repair services to ask the
expert for replaced parts is sound only if the consumer can verify that the
parts actually came from his product and if he has enough knowledge to
identify the parts as those he is charged for. The latter problem is pronounced
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by the fact that most real-world repair settings feature a large number of
possible treatments (Is the presented part an oil or an air filter? Did my
breaks get their drums ground and new break shoes or just new break shoes?).
Some customers may have enough expertise to secure verifiability, others do
not. Thus, technical expertise, or expert’s expectation of its existence on
the consumer’s side, may affect market outcomes.48 The existing literature
has ignored consumers’ heterogeneity in expertise so far. We think this is an
interesting area for future research.
Next consider the commitment assumption. This assumption may be a

reasonable approximation to reality for complicated problems where repair
is more or less a by-product of diagnosis and where an additional diagnosis
adds nothing to the information that is revealed during the repair process
anyway (for example, if the problem is a broken part in the gear box of a
car). However, it may be violated in many other cases.
With respect to taxicab rides the taximeter, registering time and dis-

tance travelled, ensures verifiability, and paying on reaching your destina-
tion ensures liability. This implies that the only problem to worry about
is overtreatment, that is, the driver’s incentive to take a circuitous route.
Obviously, such an incentive only exists if the driver feels that her passen-
ger is a stranger in the city (and it is therefore often helpful to demonstrate
one’s knowledge of the city by giving the driver details on which route to
take). Thus, again heterogeneity in consumers’ knowledge — some consumers
need recommendation and treatment; others can self-diagnose the problem
and need only the expert’s treatment — is an important feature of the mar-
ket. For market segments with many strangers our model would predict that
drivers commit to prices where the mark-ups for shorter routes exceed those
for longer ones (Lemma 3). The usual two part tariff consisting of a fixed fee
and a meter approximates such a tariff. The approximation is not perfect,
however: An important aspect of the taxicab-rides market is that the cost
of selling c instead of c varies with the time of the day: during peak times
the opportunity cost for the driver to use a circuitous route is high, while
it approximates zero during off-peak times. To incorporate such variations
in opportunity cost into a time-invariable two part tariff, the variable part

48Casual observation suggests that seemingly less technically able customers face a
higher risk of becoming victim of overtreatment than seemingly more able customers.
See, for example, the article in the Los Angeles Times from the 23rd of February 2000,
‘Your Wheels, More Women Are Beginning To Take A Peek Under The Hood’ stating
that women are more likely to be defrauded by mechanics.
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of the tariff has to be set equal to zero so that consumers essentially pay a
fixed price. A fixed price over all destination is infeasible, of course, given
the large heterogeneity in rides. However, for more homogeneous market
segments fixed price contracts may well be optimal. And in some segments
they indeed exist; for instance, in many cities taxicabs charge a fixed price
for trips to and from the airport and from one city to the next, independently
of the exact pick-up location and / or the concrete destination.
Finally consider the commitment assumption. In the case of taxicab rides

this assumption is implicitly enforced by not asking the driver for the route
he plans to take.
Medical treatments offer the most complicated and maybe the most im-

portant environment. Strict liability is difficult to impose in this context.
With many sicknesses there is no sufficient treatment, with others success is
only random. Thus, a failing treatment is no perfect signal of undertreat-
ment. Also, treatment success is often impossible or very costly to measure
for a court, while still being observed by the consumer (how can one prove the
presence/absence of pain, for instance). In such a situation, a patient may
misreport treatment success to sue the physician for compensation. Simi-
larly, the physician may claim that the treatment was successful, even if she
knows it was not. With individual physicians the Hippocratic Oath (and/or
intrinsic motivation) may work reasonable well as a substitute for formal lia-
bility. With profit seeking institutions this solution does not work. This may
explain the complaints against HMOs in the US, that they often provide in-
expensive treatment where expensive ones are needed. The undertreatment
problem is worsened by the fact that HMOs have sought, and sometimes
received, relief from liability through government intervention.49

Verifiability is also a too demanding assumption with medical treatments:
Patients usually are either physically not able to observe treatment — as
during an operation — or simply lack the education to verify the treatment
delivered by a physician (did I get a root canal and a crown or just a crown
from the dentist?).
The commitment assumption (as a short-cut for situations where there are

49We thank a referee for suggesting this discussion. He/she mentions federal laws —
ERISA — that preempt state suits; and state and (proposed) federal limits on medical
malpractice awards. A (possibly too naive) alternative explanation for the undertreat-
ment complaints against HMOs is that they result from HMOs’ incentive to provide an
inexpensive treatment whenever it is sufficient. By doing so, they prescribe the inexpensive
treatment more often than it is prescribed under an insurance scheme.
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large economies of scope between diagnosis and treatment) seems reasonable
for some but not for all cases. For instance, in surgery the assumption of
profound economies of scope is reasonable, whereas for the prescription and
preparation of drugs, it is not.
Insurance coverage seems to be a peculiarity of the market for medical

treatments and asks for some attention. On the one hand, patients have less
incentive to properly take care of themselves because health risks are covered
by insurance. On the other hand, they are less worried about overtreatment
as they do not carry the full social costs. For treatments with positive side
effects (for example, vitamin treatments or massages) patients may even
actively ask for overtreatment. But, given that overtreatment is often asso-
ciated with negative side effects (for example, a chemo therapy in the case
of cancer), patients’ interests are at least in some cases realigned with par-
simonious treatment. On the supply side, insurance companies may have
an interest to collude with physicians in expensive cases such that some pa-
tients get inefficiently undertreated, as long as this cannot be proven. All
these indirect incentive effects are not addressed in our model.

< insert Table 3 >

7 Conclusions

Information asymmetries in expert-customer relationships are an everyday
life phenomenon. Education and experience gives experts the ability to diag-
nose the exact needs of customers who themselves are only able to detect a
need but not the most efficient way to satisfy it. The information problems in
markets for diagnosis and treatment suggest that experts may be tempted to
defraud customers. The present article has shown that the price mechanism
alone is sufficient to solve the fraudulent expert problem if a small set of crit-
ical assumptions are satisfied, and that most existing results on inefficiencies
and fraud in credence goods markets can be reproduced by dropping one of
those assumptions.
Our systematic approach is new. Previous work has fostered the impres-

sion that the equilibrium behavior of experts and consumers in the credence
goods market delicately depends on the details of the model. By contrast,
the present paper has shown that the results for the majority of the specific
models can be reproduced in a simple unifying framework.
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Our analysis suggests that market institutions solve the fraudulent ex-
pert problem at no cost if (i) expert sellers face homogeneous customers,
(ii) large economies of scope exist between diagnosis and treatment so that
expert and consumer are in effect committed to continue with a treatment
once a diagnosis has been made, and (iii) either the type of treatment is
verifiable, or a liability rule is in effect protecting consumers from obtaining
an inappropriate inexpensive treatment.
We have shown that inefficient rationing and inefficient treatment of some

consumer groups may arise if condition (i) fails to hold, that equilibria in-
volving overcharging of customers or specialization of experts - both leading
to a duplication of search and diagnosis costs - may result if condition (ii) is
violated, and that the credence goods market may break down altogether if
condition (iii) doesn’t hold.
Our model might be considered restrictive in several respects. It rests

on the assumption that there are only two possible types of problem, that
only two types of treatment exist, that treatment costs are observable, that
posted prices are take-it-or-leave-it prices, that experts can diagnose a prob-
lem perfectly, and so on. This is certainly a justified criticism. Nevertheless,
our simple model is sufficient to derive most results of that class of models
that have been the focus of research in the credence goods literature.50 Thus,
our simple model provides a useful benchmark for the development of more
general frameworks which allow for an assessment of the robustness of the
results.
With respect to robustness, a comparison of common experience with the

results of this paper suggests that something is missing from existing models
of credence goods.51 As discussed earlier, one common problem in such
markets is that of overtreatment, that is, that a more expensive treatment
is provided than is needed. Suppose for example, that our car needs either
a new fuse or a new engine. A common fear is that the garage will sell
us an engine, even when the fuse would be sufficient, because it is more
profitable to replace the engine. Some of us would suspect this will be the
case even if we can tell whether the car is fixed when the garage is done
(and we refuse payment if the car is not fixed), and even though we can see

50Our model is insufficient, however, to reproduce the Wolinsky (1995) result, which
relies on the assumption that posted prices are bargaining prices. It is also insufficient
to provide Taylor (1995)’s theoretical micro-foundations of several features observed in
markets for diagnosis and treatment.
51We thank an anonymous referee for suggesting this discussion.
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whether the engine has been replaced, i.e., even if liability and verifiability
are satisfied. Proposition 1 of this article tells us that such fraud cannot
occur if liability and verifiability, as well as homogeneity and commitment are
satisfied; whereas common experience suggests the opposite. What accounts
for this dissonance? The answer appears to be that in such situations, prices
should adjust so that the firm can make just as much profit on selling us the
fuse (when we only need the fuse) as on selling us the engine. What does
this mean? For experts facing tight capacity constraints (for example, work
time) the requirement is that the mark-up on the engine must exceed the
mark-up on the fuse by such an amount that the profit per unit of capacity
consumed is the same for both types of intervention. Such mark-ups are
likely to be feasible. By contrast, if experts hold idle capacities then the
absolute mark-up has to be the same for both types of treatment. But, are
consumers really prepared to pay the same absolute mark-up for a fuse as for
an engine? Common experience tells us that they are not, to the contrary,
most of us would punish an expert who charges a high absolute margin on
a fuse with malicious gossip. Is there a way out? For some of us a feasible
solution might be to follow the day-to-day advice mentioned in the beginning
of the article: to ask the mechanic to put the replaced part in the back of
the car and to inspect the defect of this part. It remains to hope that future
research comes up with solutions for this problem, which are both, more
efficient (in the sense that consumers do not have to investigate exchanged
parts) and feasible also for the less technically adept. For the meantime, a
valuable advice might be to consult an expert featuring a lengthy queue of
customers waiting for service.
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